Introduction
Computational models employed by current natural language understanding systems rely on phrase-structure representations of syntax.
Whether implemented as augmented transition nets, BNF grammars, annotated phrase-structure grammars, or similar methods, a phrase-structure representation makes the parsing problem computatlonally tractable [7] . However, phrase-structure representations have been open to the criticism that they do not capture linguistic generalizations that are easily expressed in transformational grammars. This paper describes a formalism for specifying syntactic and semantic generalizations across the rules of a phrase-structure grammar (PSG).
The formalism consists of two parts:
1. A declarative description of basic syntactic phrase-structures and their associated semantic translation.
A set of metarules for deriving additional grammar
rules from the basic set.
Since metarules operate on grammar rules rather than phrase markers, the transformational effect of metarules can be pro-computed before the grammar is used to analyze input, The computational efficiency of a phrase-structure grammar is thus preserved, Metarule formulations for PSGs have recently received increased attention in the linguistics literature, especially in [4] , which greatly influenced the formalism presented in this paper.
Our formalism differs significantly from [4] in that the metarules work on a phrase-structure grammar annotated with arbitrary feature sets (Annotated Phrase-structure Grammar, or APSG [7] ).
Grammars for a large subset of English have been written using this formalism [9] , and its computational viability has been demonstrated [6] .
Because of the increased structural complexity of APSGs over PSGs without annotations, new techniques for applying metarules to these structures are developed in this paper, and the notion of a match between a metarule and a grammar rule is carefully defined.
The formalism has been implemented as a computer program and preliminary tests have been made to establish its validity and effectiveness.
M etarules
Metarules are used to capture linguistic generalizations that are not readily expressed in the phrase-structure rules. Consider the two sentences: 1, John gave a book to Mary 2. Mary was given a hook by John Although their syntactic structure is different, these two sentences have many elements in common.
In particular, the predicate/argument structure they describe is the same: the gift of a book by john to Mary.
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for (1) into the phrase marker for (2).
The underlying predicate/argument structure remains the same, but the surface realization changes. However, the recognition of transformational grammars is a very difficult computational problem. = By contrast, metarules operate directly on the rules of a PSG to produce more rules for that grammar.
As long as the number of derived rules is finite, the resulting set of rules is still a PSG, Unlike transformational grammars. PSGs have efficient algorithms for parsing [3] .
In a sense, all of the work of transformations has been pushed off into a pre-processing phase where new grammar rules are derived. We are not greatly concerned with efficiency in pre-processing, because it only has to be done once.
There are still computationa! limitations on PSGs that must be taken into account by any metarule system.
Large numbers of phrase-structure rules can seriously degrade the performance of a parser, both in terms of its running time == , storage for the rules, and the ambiguity of the resulting parses [6] .
Moreover, the generation of large numbers of rules seems psychologically implausible.
Thus the two criteria we will use to judge the efficacy of metarules will be: can they adequately capture linguistic generalizations, and are they ¢omputationally practicable in terms of the number of rules they generate. The core component of an APSG is a set of context-free phrase-structure rules.
As is customary, these rules are input to a context-free parser to analyze a string, producing a phrase-structure tree as output.
In addition, the parse tree so produced may have arbitrary feature sets, called annotations, appended to each node.
The annotations are an efficient means of incorporating additional information into the parse tree. Typically, features will exist for syntactic processing (e.g., number agreement), grammatical function of constituents (e.g., subject, direct and indirect objects), and semantic interpretation.
Associated with each rule of the grammar are procedures for operating on feature sets of the phrase markers the rule constructs.
These procedures may constrain the application of the rule by testing features on candidate constituents, or add information to the structure created by the rule, based on the features of its constituents.
Rule procedures are written in the programming language LISP, giving the grammar the power to recognize class 0 languages. Because the transformation of procedures is notoriously difficult,* one of the tasks of this paper will be to illustrate a declarative notation describing operations on feature sets that is powerful enough to encode the manipulations of features necessary for the grammar, but is still simple enough for metarulos to transform.
Notation
Every rule of the APSG has three parts:
1. A phrase-structure rule; 2. A restriction set (RSET) that restricts the applicability of the rule, and
3. An assignment set (ASET) that assigns values to features.
The RSET and ASET manipulate features of the phrase marker analyzed by the rule; they are discussed below in detail. Phrase-structure rules are written as:
where CAT is the dominating category of the phrase, and C 1 through C n are its immediate constituent categories. Terminal strings can be included in the rule by enclosing them in double quote marks.
A feature set is associated with each node in the parse tree that is created when z string is analyzed by the grammar. Each feature has a name (a string of uppercase alphanumeric characters) and an associated value. The values a feature can take on (the domain of the feature) are, in general, arbitrary. One of the most useful domains is the set "÷,-,NIL", where Nil is the unmarked case; this domain corresponds ~ to the binary features used in [2). More complicated domains can be used; for example, a CASE feature might have as its domain the set of tuplos ~<1 SG>,<2 SG>,c3 SG>,<I PL>,<2 PL>,<3 PL>'~. Most interesting are those features whose domain is a phrase marker. Since phrase markers are just data structures that the parser creates, they can be assigned as the value of a feature. This technique is used to pass phrase markers to various parts of the tree to reflect the gr;llmmatical and semantic structure of the input; examples will be given in later sections.
We adopt the following conventions in referring to features and their values:
-Features are one-place functions that range over phrase markers constructed by the phrase-structure part of a grammar rule. The function is named by the feature name.
-These functions are represented in prefix form, e.g., (CASE NP) refers to the CASE feature of the NP constituent of a phrase marker. In cases where there is more than one constituent with the same category name, they will be differentiated by a "~/" suffix, for example,
VP-> V NP §I NP~2
*it is sometimes hard to even understand what it is that a procedure does, since it may involve recursion, side-effects, and other complications.
has two NP constituents.
-A phrase marker is assumed to have its immediate constituents as features under their category name, e.|., (N NP) refers to the N constituent of the NP.
-Feature functions may be nested, e.g., (CASE (N NP)) refers tO the CASE feature of the N constituent of the NP phrase marker.
For these nestings, we adopt the simpler notation (CASE N NP), which is assumed to be right-associative.
-The value NIL always implies the unmarked case. At times it will be useful to consider features that are not explicitly attached to a phrase marker as being present with value NIL.
-A constant term will be written with a preceding single quote mark, e.s. , tSG refers to the constant token SG.
Restrictions
The RSET of a rule restricts the applicability of the rule by a predication on the features of its constituents.
The phrase markers used as constituents must satisfy the predications in the RSET before they will he analyzed by the rule to create a new phrase marker.
The most useful predicate is equality: a feature can take on only one particular value to be acceptable. For example, in the phrase structure rule:
S -> NP VP number agreement could be enforced by the predication:
where NBR is a feature whose domain is SG,PL~.* This would restrict the NBR feature on NP to agree with that on VP before the S phrase was constructed.
The economy of the APSG encoding is seen here: only a single phrase-structure rule is required.
Also, the linguistic requirement that subjects and their verbs agree in number is enforced by a single statement, rather than being implicit in separate phrase structure rules, one for singular subject-verb combinations, another for plurals.
Besides equality, there are only three additional predications: inequality (#), set membership (e) and set non-membership (It).
The last two are useful in dealing with non-binary domains.
As discussed in the next section, tight restrictions on predications are necessary if metarules are to be successful in transforming grammar rules.
Whether these four predicates are adequate in descriptive power for the grammar we contemplate remains an open empirical question; we are currently accumulating evidence for their sufficiency by rewriting DIAGRAM using just those predicates.
Restriction
predications for a rule are collected in the RSET of that rule.
All restrictions must hold for the rule to be applicable. As an illustration, consider the subcategorizatlon rule for dltransitlve verbs with prepositional objects (e.g.. eJohn gave a book to Mary"):
The first restriction selects only verbs that are marked as dltransitive; the TRANS feature comes from the lexical entry of the verb. Dltransitiv verbs with prepositional arguments are always subcategorized cy the particular preposition used, e.g., "give a always uses Ire" for its prepositional argument.
*How NP and VP categories could "inherit" the NBR feature from their N and V constituents is discussed in the next section.
The second predication restricts the preposition of the PP for a given verb.
The PREP feature of the verb comes from its lexical entry, and must match the preposition of the PP phrase*
Assignments
A rule will normally assign features to the dominating node of the phrase marker it constructs, based on the values of the constituents f features.
For example, feature inheritance takes place in this way. Assume there is a feature NBR marking the syntactic number of nouns. Then the ASET of a rule for noun phrases might be:
This notation is somewhat non-standard; it says that the value of the NBR function on the NP phrase marker is to be the value of the NBR function of the N phrase marker.
An interesting application of feature assignment is to describe the grammatical functions of noun phrases within a clause.
Recall that the domain of features can be constituents themselves.
Adding an ASET describing the grammatical function of its constituents to the ditransitive VP rule yields the following: The three features SUBJ, DIROBJ, and INDOBJ of the VP phrase marker will have as value the appropriate NP phrase markers, since the DIROBJ and INDOBJ features will be assigned to the VP phrase marker when it is constructed. Thus the grammatical function of the NPs has been identified by assigning features appropriately.
Finally, note that the grammatical Functions were assigned to the VP phrase marker.
By assembling all of the arguments at this level, it is possible to account for bounded deletion phenomenon that are lexically controlled. Consider subcategorization for Equi verbs, in which the subject of the main clause has been deleted from the infinitive complement ("John wants to gem): =Note that we are not considering here prepositional phrases that are essentially mesa-arguments to the verb, dealing with time, place, and the like. The prepositions used for mesa-arguments are much more variable, and usually depend on semantic considerations. "*The assignment of features to constituents presents some computational problems, since a context-free parser will no longer be sufficient to analyze strings.
This was recognized in the original version of APSGs [7] , and a two-pass parser was constructed that first uses the context-free component of the grammar to produce an initial parse tree, then adds the assignment of features in context.
VP-> V INF ASET: (SUBJ INF) := (SUBJ'VP)
Here the subject NP of the main clause has been passed down to the VP (by the S rule), which in turn passes it to the infinitive as its subject.
Not all linguistic phenomenon can be formulated so easily with APSGs; in particular, APSGs have trouble describing unbounded deletion and conjunction reduction.
Metarule formulations for the latter phenomena have been proposed in [5] , and we will not deal with them here.
Metarules for APSGs
Metarules consist of two parts: a match template with variables whose purpose is to match existing grammar rules; and an instantiatlon template that produces a new grammar rule by using the match template~s variable bindings after a successful match.
Initially, a basic set of grammar rules is input; metarules derive new rules, which then can recursively be used as input to the metarules. When (if) the process halts, the new set of rules, together with the basic rules, comprises the grammar.
We will use the following notation for metarules:
C1, C2, .. Cn where MF is a _matchln| form, IF is an instantiation form, and CSET is a set of predications. Both the MF and IF have the same form as grammar rules, but in addition, they can contain variables.
When an MF is matched against a grammar rule, these variables are bound to different parts of the rule if the match succeeds.
The IF is instantlated with these bindings to produce a new rule.
To restrict the application of metarules, additional conditions on the variable bindings may be specified (CSET); these have the same form as the RSET of grammar rules, hut they can mention the variables matched by the MF.
Metarules may be classified into three types:
I. Introductory metarules, where the MF is empty (=> IF).
These metarules introduce a class of grammar rules.
Deletion
metarules, where the IF is empty (MF =>).
These delete any derived grammar rules that they match.
3. Derivation metarules, where both MF and IF are present. These derive new grammar rules from old ones.
There are linguistic generalizations that can he captured most perspicuously by each of the three forms. We will focus on derivation metarules here, since they are the most complicated.
Matching
An important part of the derivation process is the definition of a match between a metarule matching form and a grammar rule.
The matching problem is complicated by the presence of RSET and ASET predications in the grammar rules.
Thus, it is helpful to define a match in terms of the phrase markers that will be admitted by the grammar rule and the MF. We will say that an MF matches a grammar rule just in case it admits at least those phrase markers admitted by the grammar rule. This definition of a match is sufficient to allow the formulation of matching algorithms for grammar rules complicated by annotations.
We divide the matching process into two parts: matching phrase-structures, and matching feature sets.
Both parts must succeed in order for the match to succeed.
Matching Phrase-structures
For phrase-structures, the definition of i match can be replaced by a direct comparison of the phrase-structures of the MF and grammar rule.
Variables in the MF phrase-structure are used to indicate Idofllt care a parts of the grammar rule phrase-structure, while constants must match exactly. SIn|le lower case letters are used for variables that must match single categories of the grammar rule. A typical MF might be: All of these are considered to be valid, independent matches. Double and single letter variables may be intermixed freely in an MF.
While double letter variables match multiple categories In l phrase structure rule, string variables match parts of a category.
String variables occur in both double and single letter varieties; as expected, the former match any number of consecutive characters, while the litter match sln|le characters.
String variables are assumed when an MF category contains i mixture of upper and lower case characters, e.g.: String variables are most useful for matching category names that may use the ~ convention.
6.2. Feature Matching So far variables have matched only the phrase-structure part of grammar rules, and not the feature annotations.
For feature matching, we must return to the original definition of matching based on the admissibility of phrase markers. The RSET of a grammar rule is a closed formula involvlng the feature sees of the phrase marker constructed by the rule; let P stand for this formula.
If P is true for a given phrase marker, then that phrase marker is accepted by the rule; if not, It ts rejected.
Similarly, the RSET of a matching form is an open formula on the feature sets of the phrase marker; let R(xl,x2...Xn) stand for this formula, where the x I are the variables of the RSET.
For the MF;s restrictions to match those of the grammar rule, we must be able to prove the formula:
That Is. whenever P admits a phrase marker, there exists some blndin| for R0s free variables that also admits the phrase marker. Now the importance of restricting the form of P and R can be seen. Proving that the above implication holds for general P and R can be a hard problem, requiring, for example, a resolution theorem prover.
By restricting P and R to simple conjunctions of equalities, inequalities, and set membership predicates, the match between P and R can be performed by a simple and efficient algorithm.
Instanttation
When a matarule matches a grammar rule, the CSET of the metaruia Is evaluated to see if the metaruie can indeed be applied. For example, the MF: VP-> "BE" xP CSET: x ~t 'V will match any rule for which x is not bound to V.
When an MF matches a rule, and the CSET is satisfied, the Instantlatlon form of the metarule is used to produce i new rule. TN~ variables of the IF are instantiated with their values from the match, producing I new rule.
In addition, restriction and assignment features that do not conflict with the IF's features are carried over from the rule that matched. This latter is a very handy property of the instanttation, since that is usually what the metarule writer desires. Consider metarule that derives the subject-aux inverted form of a main clause with a finite verb phrase: This does not preserve number agreement, nor does it restrict the VP to being finite. Of course, the metarule could be rewritten to have the correct restrictions in the IF, but this would sharply curb the utility of the metarules, and lead to the proliferation of metaruies with slightly different RSETs.
An Example: Dative Movement and Passive
We are now ready to give a short example of two met,rules for dative movement and passive transformations. The predicate/argument structure will be described by the feature PA, whose value is a list:
where V is the predicating verb, and the NPs are its arguments. The order of the arguments is significant, since:
("gave" "John" "a book" "Mary") <=> gift of a book by John to Mary The SUBJ feature is the subject NP passed down by the S rule.
Dative Movement
In dative movement, the prepositional NP becomes a noun phrase next to the verb:
1. John gave a book to Mary => 2. John gave Mary a book
The first object NP of (2) fills the same argument role as the prepositional NP of (1).
Thus the dative movement met,rule can be formulated as follows: DATMOVE accepts VPs with a trailing prepositional argument, and moves the NP from that argument to just after the verb. The verb must be marked as accepting dative arguments, hence the DATIVE feature restriction in the RSET of the instantlation form. Also, since there is no longer a prepositional argument, the PREP feature of the VP doesn't have to match it. As for the predicate/argument structure, the NP#D constituent takes the place of the prepositional NP in the PA feature.
DATMOVE can be applied to the dltransltlve VP rule to yield the dltransitive dative construction. There are other grammar rules that dative movement will apply 47 to, for example, verbs with separable particles:
Make up a story for me => Make me up a story. This is the reason the double-letter variable "uu' was used in DATMOVE. As long as the final constituent of a VP rule is a PP, DATMOVE can apply to yield a dative construction.
Passive
In the passive transformation, the NP immediately following the verb is moved to subject position; the original subject moves to an age.rive BY-phrase:
(1) John gave a book to Mary => (2) A book was given to Mary by John.
A metarule for the passive transformation is: PASSIVE deletes the NP immediately following the verb, and adds a BY-prepositional phrase at the end. PPL is a past participle suffix for the verb.
In the predicate/argum=nt structure, the BY-phrase NP substitutes for the original subject, while the new subject is used in place of the original object NP. Applying PASSIVE to the ditransittve rule yields: e.g.. "A book was given to Mary by John" will be analyzed by this rule to have a PA feature of ("givea mJohn~ na book" "Mary"), which is the same predicate/argument structure as the corresponding active sentence.
PASSIVE can also apply to the rule generated by DATMOVE to yield the passive form of VpIs with dative objects: AP -> V PPL NP PP#A RSET: (DATMOVE V) = f+; (TRANS V) = 'DIs ASET: (PA VP) := '((V VP) (NP PP#A) {NP VP) (SUBJ VP)); e.g., "Mary was given a book by John".
Implementation
A system has been designed and implemented to test the validity of this approach. It consists of a matcher/instantiator for met,rules, along with an iteration loop that applies all the met.rules on each cycle until no more new rules are generated. Met.rules fur verb subcategorization and finite and non-finite clause structures have been written and input to the system. We were especially concerned:
-To check the perspicuity of metarules for describing significant fragments of English using the above representation for grammar rules.
-To check that a reasonably small number of new grammar rules were generated by the metarules for these fragments.
Both of these considerations are critical for the performance of natural language processing systems. Preliminary tests indicate that the system satisfies both these concerns; indeed, the metarules worked so well that they exposed gaps in a phrase-structure grammar that was painstakingly developed over a five year period and was thought to be reasonably complete for a large subset of English 19]. The number of derived rules generated was encouragingly small: Subcategorizatlon:
1 grammar rule 7 metarules -> 20 derived rules Clauses: 8 grammar rules 5 metarules => 25 derived rules 9. Conclusions Metarules, when adapted to work on an APSG representation, are a very powerful tool for specifying generalizations in the grammar. A great deal of care must be exercised in writing metarutes, because it is easy to state generalizations that do not actually hold. Also, the output of metarutes can be used again aS input to the metarules, and this often produces surprising results.
Of course, language is complex, and it is to be expected that describing Its generalizations will also be a difficult task.
The success of the metarule formulation in deriving a small number of new rules comes in part from the Increased definitional power of APSGs over ordinary PSGs. For example, number agreement and feature inheritance can be expressed simply by appropriate annotations in an APSG, but require metarules on PSGs. The definitional compactness of APSGs means that fewer metarules are needed, and hence fewer derived rules are generated.
